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Abstract
No large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWASs) of psychosis have been conducted in Mexico or Latin America to date. Schizophrenia and bipolar disorder in particular have been found to be highly heritable and genetically influenced. However, understanding of the biological basis of psychosis in Latin American populations is limited as previous genomic studies have almost exclusively relied on participants of Northern European ancestry. With the goal of expanding knowledge on the genomic basis of psychotic disorders within the Mexican population, the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz (INPRFM), the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, and the Broad Institute’s Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research launched the Neuropsychiatric Genetics Research of Psychosis in Mexican Populations (NeuroMex) project to collect and analyze case-control psychosis samples from 5 states across Mexico. This article describes the planned sample collection and GWAS protocol for the NeuroMex study. The 4-year study will span from April 2018 to 2022 and aims to recruit 9,208 participants: 4,604 cases and 4,604 controls. Study sites across Mexico were selected to ensure collected samples capture the genomic diversity within the Mexican population. Blood samples and phenotypic data will be collected during the participant interview process and will contribute to the development of a local biobank in Mexico. DNA extraction will be done locally and genetic analysis will take place at the Broad Institute in Cambridge, MA. We will collect extensive
Introduction

Schizophrenia (SCZ) and bipolar disorder (BD) are highly heritable and polygenic neuropsychiatric conditions. BD overlaps considerably with SCZ in phenomenological expression [1], cognitive functioning [2], genetic liability [3, 4], and neuroanatomical correlates [5]. A continuum model as a psychosis spectrum has been proposed for SCZ, schizoaffective disorder (SAD), and BD [6]. Psychotic symptoms have been considered a marker for more severe psychopathology affecting the course and treatment of the disorder [7]. Family studies support overlapping heritability for SCZ, SAD, and BD [8]. A population-based study reported that first-degree relatives of patients with SCZ or BD were at increased risk of these 2 disorders [9, 10]. In addition, genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have identified genetic variants involved in both SCZ and BD, suggesting that biological pathways are shared and supporting a genetic overlap [11, 12]. A GWAS in the largest sample of patients with SCZ identified 108 significant genomic loci [13]. However, most of the samples included as part of this analysis are of European ancestry. An additional study analyzed these 108 LD-independent SCZ-associated variants among 5 major ethnic populations (East Asians, Europeans, Americans, Africans, and South Asians) finding genetic heterogeneities across these populations [14]. Recently, the largest GWAS in BD identified 30 significant loci [15]. Interestingly, a variable polygenic effect was observed between BD subtypes and in the analysis between cohorts, underscoring the importance of including a systematic clinical assessment between cases and controls [15]. In addition, genomic studies in different populations and ethnicities across the world are sorely needed to better understand the molecular etiology and mechanisms involved in psychosis in SCZ and BD within and across diverse populations [16, 17].

Over the past few years, there have been several new genetic studies of psychotic disorders in Mexico. A scan of ~400 microsatellite markers for SCZ and SAD in 99 families of Mexican and Central American ancestry identified linkage in 3 chromosomal regions that had been previously reported in other populations [18]. A genome-wide nonparametric linkage scan reported 3 loci in a sample of Mexican and Central American families with BD and SAD, bipolar type [19]. Also, a GWAS in the Latino BD cohort identified gene variants previously associated with SCZ and BD in other populations, providing evidence of shared genetic liability between the 2 disorders [20].

The complete identification of promising genes in the Latin American population has not yet been accomplished [21]. In published GWASs, Hispanic and Latin American populations represent only 0.54% of participants in GWASs who are not of European ancestry [22].

Hispanic and Latino individuals comprise a broad ethnic group within a genetically diverse continuum of populations with variations in admixture proportions from Native American, African, and European ancestries. This genetic diversity, interacting with a range of cultural and environmental factors, may have a differential impact in the susceptibility to metabolic and psychiatry disorders [23]. This motivates a careful consideration of fine-scale ancestry in the genetic analysis of complex Latino populations.

Investigations into the admixture of Mexicans have identified 2 primary subpopulations: nearly homogeneous Native Americans and a subset of ~80% of Mexican Mestizos [24, 25]. Mexican Mestizo individuals have varying ancestral proportions of Native American, European, and African ancestry, resulting in genetic heterogeneity both between and within Mestizos from different regions in Mexico [26]. Recently, it has been proposed that there are 7 admixture groups within Mexican Mestizos that are highly concentrated in specific geographic regions within Mexico, highlighting this population’s diversity and genetic heterogeneity [27]. Two admixture groups, comprising >90% of the individuals, were identified in the southeast while, 2 other admixture groups were not represented in the north and central west [27]. Therefore, it is of vital importance to correct appropriately for population stratification in association studies performed.
in admixed populations, such as Mexican Mestizos, in particular when disease prevalence is affected by ancestry [28].

To more fully characterize the genetic architecture of psychosis in the Mexican population, the National Institute of Psychiatry Ramón de la Fuente Muñiz (INPRFM) in Mexico partnered with the Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research at the Broad Institute and the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health (HSPH) to expand psychiatric genetics research in Mexico, launching the Neuropsychiatric Genetics Research of Psychosis in Mexican Populations (NeuroMex) project. The NeuroMex project aims to expand the knowledge of the genetic architecture of SCZ and BD in Mexico through large-scale sample collection, analysis, and follow-up, to increase the understanding of the genetics of Mexican populations, as well as to enhance neuropsychiatric genetic research capacity in Mexico through the training of scientists and support the development of locally led research programs.

Materials and Methods

Study Design Synopsis

NeuroMex is a case-control study, with cases defined as individuals with SCZ, schizoaffective, and BD (grouped under the heading “psychotic disorders”) and controls defined as age and sex-matched individuals from the same geographic location without a history of psychosis.

Study Sites

The NeuroMex study is being conducted over 4 years, starting in April 2018 and ending in 2022, within 5 states throughout Mexico, including Mexico City, Campeche, Guanajuato, Jalisco, and Querétaro (Fig. 1). DNA extraction will be performed at the Pharmacogenetics Department at the INPRFM in México City, and genetic analysis will be performed at the Broad Institute in Cambridge, MA, USA.

Eligibility of the Study Sites Criteria

Sites were selected based on established working relationships between the INPRFM and the main public psychiatric hospital in the state. Each local collaborator identified a nearby general health facility willing to facilitate the collection of control samples, ensur-
ing that samples for cases and controls will be collected from the same underlying population and ancestry. In order to be considered as a local collaborator, sites needed to have adequate and available clinical and research personnel, clinical experience in psychotic disorders, and necessary research infrastructure, and draw patients representative of the local community. Finally, sites needed to demonstrate interest in developing capacities to further research on psychiatric genetics.

In Mexico City, the cases are recruited at the INPRFM, and controls at the Dr. Manuel Gea González General Hospital. The site in Campeche will recruit cases from the Psychiatric Hospital of Campeche and controls at the Dr. Javier Buenfil Osorio General Hospital of Specialties. In Querétaro, cases will be recruited at the State Center for Mental Health (CESAM) and controls at the Querétaro State Health Centers. In León, cases will be recruited at the Integral Health Care Center for Mental Health (CAISAME) and controls from the General Hospital of León, Guanajuato. In Jalisco, cases will be recruited from the CAISAME in Zapopan, Jalisco, and controls from Health Centers of the State of Jalisco, the Health Center of Zapote del Valle, and the Health Centers of Hacienda Santa Fe and Santa Cruz del Valle.

Sample

NeuroMEX aims to enroll 9,208 participants, including 4,604 cases and 4,604 controls.

Cases

Inclusion criteria include (1) men or women, who have been clinically assessed and meet the DSM-IV and DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for SCZ, SAD, or BD type I (“psychotic disorders”); (2) age ≥18 years; (3) age of onset of the disorder <60 years; (4) Mexican patients, with Mexican parents and grandparents; and (5) voluntarily agrees to participate in the study.

Exclusion criteria include (1) institutionalized psychiatric patients; (2) experiencing acute levels of alcohol or under the influence of an illegal substance demonstrated by inpatient medical care for alcohol or substance abuse; (3) is currently experiencing involuntary detention; (4) participant is not fluent in the Spanish language which the consent form and phenotypic questionnaires are administered in; and (5) not competent to consent to the study, as defined by the UBACC [29].

Controls

Controls will consist of volunteers and individuals who present themselves or accompany others for treatment of general medical conditions at general hospitals that draw from similar catchment areas to the psychiatric hospitals where cases are recruited. Controls will be matched at the analysis stage to cases in accordance with age (within a 10-year age-group), sex, and recruitment site.

Inclusion criteria include (1) men or women with an age ≥18 years; (2) Mexican subjects, with Mexican parents and grandparents; and (3) voluntarily agrees to participate in the study. Exclusion criteria include (1) self-reported psychotic disorder; (2) experiencing acute levels of alcohol or under the influence of an illegal substance demonstrated by inpatient medical care for alcohol or substance abuse; (3) is currently experiencing involuntary detention; (4) participant is not fluent in the Spanish language which the consent form and phenotypic questionnaires are administered in; and (5) not competent to consent to the study, as defined by the UBACC [29].

Assessment for Cases and Controls

• Demographics: a number of baseline demographic variables will be collected including sex, age, personal and family place of birth, occupational status, educational attainment, civil status and living arrangements, native language and parent’s native language, and socioeconomic status.
• MINI International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI): Standard 7.0.2 Modules A, C, K, and O on major depressive episode, manic and hypomanic episodes, and psychotic disorders and mood disorder with psychotic features, respectively [30].
• University of California, San Diego Brief Assessment of Capacity to Consent (UBACC), 10-item scale to assess decision-making capacity and evaluates a potential participant’s understanding and appreciation of the NeuroMEX study following a review of the study’s consent form [29].
• The Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST), a subscale developed to detect alcohol and substance use in primary and general medical care settings [31].
• Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI), a checklist to identify chronic physical conditions such as diabetes, epilepsy, and heart disease [32].
• The standard Self Report version of the Life Events Checklist (LEC-5) scale used to screen for potentially traumatic events in a respondent’s lifetime [33].
• Vital signs: blood pressure, heart rate, weight, height, BMI, and waist and hip diameter.
• Chart review and clinical diagnosis: participants will be asked about the history of their disease, and the information will be complemented with the clinical record. This includes current diagnosis, age of onset, age at first psychiatric treatment, initial polarity (BD patients only) suicidal ideation and attempts throughout life, relatives’ mental and medical conditions, number of psychiatric hospitalizations throughout life, duration of symptoms, comorbid mental and medical diagnoses, and current and historic medication.

Consent Procedures

To ensure that participants (cases and controls) have the ability to consent and understand their participation in the study, the UBACC scale will be administered at maximum twice. Information previously misunderstood will be re-explained following the first administration and evaluated again during a second administration. The process ends once the full score of 20 is obtained or after the second trial, if the person has achieved a score of 14.5 or higher. If the person is unable to obtain a score of 14.5 following the 2 attempt, he/she will not be included within the study. This study has been approved by the Institutional Review Board at the INPRFM, the HSPH, and at each of the local institutions.

Procedures for Recruitment of Participants

The study flow is illustrated in Figure 2. Participants will be identified by psychiatric staff through a review of medical records and consultation with a clinician regarding their eligibility for the study. Control group participants will be recruited from general hospitals and general health facilities; study participation will take place on the clinic premises. A research assistant will consult the prospective participant in a private room at the clinic and carefully explain in Spanish the purpose and procedures of the study and emphasize that participation is entirely voluntary and will not impact any medical care they receive. Following a successful ad-
ministration of the UBACC and signed consent form, the research assistant will administer the questionnaires to collect phenotypic data.

All participants (cases and controls) will be assessed with the MINI to measure positive and negative symptoms as well as mania. Additionally, all participants will receive the Chronic Conditions Screener from CIDI, an excerpt from the ASSIST relating to alcohol and substance use, LEC-5, and have their vital signs taken, including blood pressure, heart rate, height, and weight. Phenotypic data will be collected by a research assistant on encrypted tablets using secure software designed for the collection of Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) [34]. Phenotypic data will be collected from patient charts and from patient interviews following consent. Finally, a sample of 10 mL of blood will be drawn in a private room by a laboratory technician. Whenever possible, the research visit will be scheduled to coincide with any clinical visit requiring a blood draw, to reduce the number of pricks.

Control study participants will be compensated upon completion of the study assessments in Mexico City and Campeche via 2 movie ticket vouchers, valued at 50 Mexican pesos each. In Querétaro, León, and Zapopan, none of the study participants will receive compensation for participation in the study in accordance with local research norms.

DNA Extraction and Processing

All participants provide 10 mL blood sample in vacutainer tubes with EDTA which is shipped to the Clinical Laboratory at the INPRFM in Mexico City, Mexico. Genomic DNA is isolated from EDTA blood samples using the FlexiGene DNA kit (QIA-GEN, Cat.51206). The DNA obtained is quantified and adjusted in a concentration of 500 ng/µL. An aliquot of the extract in a concentration of 100 ng/µL is sent to the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard in Cambridge, MA, USA. The remaining DNA will be frozen and stored in the Pharmacogenetics Department at INPRFM in Mexico City within a designated biobank and will be managed and kept in accordance with the rules of the institution.

Training and Capacity Building

The research study staff involved in the recruitment of participants will be certified by the online training program Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative and the online Human Subject Training offered by US National Institutes of Health. Study staff will also undergo multiple training sessions to ensure their understanding of the study and their role. Additionally, they will undergo extensive role-playing and clinical training in the application of the MINI, ASSIST, LEC-5, and UBACC scales.

Harvard staff will provide in-person training to the clinical coordinators at the INPRFM, providing an overview of the project, role-playing potential interactions with participants related to ethics and confidentiality. Additionally, clinical coordinators will be trained how to properly recruit and consent study participants, report adverse events, and properly store study forms and data in accordance with procedures established by the HSPH Quality Improvement Program (QIP).

In order to ensure adequate study staff training, a training checklist must be completed before research staff is allowed to recruit study participants (Fig. 3). This form will require the signature and date of each study staff supervisor before the staff member
begins recruiting participants. All study staff certifications will be uploaded to the study’s regulatory binder based on QIP’s recommendations and instructions. The research and laboratory staff will be trained to enhance neuropsychiatric genetic research capacity in Mexico and support the development of locally led research programs. All collaborators will receive training on the use, access, and analysis of study data obtained during the NeuroMex study and also by taking part in workshops and fellowships offered through the training and capacity building program, the Global Initiative for Neuropsychiatric Genetics Education in Research (GINGER).

Data Management and Security
Phenotypic data will be collected on tablets using the REDCap application hosted by the HSPH. New participant data, all de-identified, will be uploaded to HSPH’s secure server at the end of each day. All identifiable data will stay at each local institution in Mexico.

Once per week, data will be downloaded from REDCap to a Google Cloud platform (GCP) MySQL 5.7 instance for quality control (QC) and efficient storage. The data will not be removed from REDCap, and any changes will be captured by the application’s built-in audit log. When corrections are made (e.g., a patient is recontacted because a question was skipped), they are tracked by study staff in separate logs independent of REDCap. When an update is made in REDCap, the outdated observation will first be removed from GCP storage. Corrected records will be included with new ones during the weekly download and undergo QC again. The REDCap Application Programming Interface will be leveraged in Python 3 to automate and standardize these processes.

Data will be distributed on the Broad Institute’s Terra platform. Terra is built on GCP’s secure infrastructure and implements further security measures managed by the Broad Institute’s Information Technology staff. It is possible to distribute both genetic and phenotype data through Terra; users can access either a full or partial dataset, but require explicit approval.

Fig. 3. NeuroMex training checklist. ASSIST, Alcohol, Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening Test, V.3.0; CIDI, Composite International Diagnostic Interview screener; LEC-5, Life Events Checklist for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5; MINI, Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview, Standard 7.0.2 for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-5; PI, Principal Investigator; UBACC, University of California, San Diego Brief Assessment of Capacity to Consent; NeuroMex, Neuropsychiatric Genetics Research of Psychosis in Mexican Populations.
**Genetic Data Analysis Plan: Processing and QC of Pilot Genetic Data**

QC procedures for NeuroMex data will use the Hail Python library [35] following gold standard procedures. All data will be stored in the cloud on the Google Cloud and Terra platforms. The following QC steps and filters have been adapted into a custom pipeline for use on NeuroMex data, based on guidelines set by previous efforts such as RICOPOLI [36, 37]. This pipeline is fully scalable and will be made publicly available on github to support other analyses of diverse Latina populations. We will additionally provide a Wiki/documentation alongside the code to ensure all users will be able to utilize it fully.

The following list of QC steps and parameters will be used to assess NeuroMex genetic data: (1) remove variants with a call rate <95%; (2) remove individuals with a call rate <98%; (3) remove individuals with an inbreeding coefficient above 0.2 and below −0.2; (4) remove individuals whose reported sex did not match their genotypic sex; (5) remove variants with a call rate <98% after individual-level filtering; (6) remove variants with a minor allele frequency <0.5%; and (7) remove variants with a Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium \( p \) value <1 × 10^{-3}.

**Phasing and Imputation**

The data will be phased using EAGLE2 [38] prior to imputation with minimac3 [39], using the data jointly called with other relevant reference panels, where feasible [40], such as the Human Genome Reference Panel (HGDP) [41]. Together, this jointly called reference panel will contain a high representation of diverse ancestry individuals from across the Americas, relevant for these cohorts. A joint-called dataset of the HGDP + 1000 G is in process at the Broad Institute for these purposes.

**GWAS for Psychosis**

The primary goal of our proposal is to find loci that influence susceptibility to SCZ in Mexican populations. We will first conduct a GWAS to discover variants associated with risk of psychosis in the NeuroMex dataset. We will conduct GWAS in 2 ways. First, we will run a traditional logistic regression analysis using 10 principle components to correct for population structure. This will provide aggregate summary statistics for the Mexican population and provide a point of comparison to what is traditionally done in the field. Second, we will utilize the new Tractor method [42] to generate ancestry-specific summary statistics conditioned on the local ancestry background within admixed individuals. This will involve conducting local ancestry inference using RFmix [43], followed by a local ancestry informed logistic regression model. Tractor runs will allow us to identify novel hits driven by specific ancestry components within our admixed cohorts. The primary GWAS discovery analyses will be conducted for the dichotomous psychosis diagnosis using a generalized linear mixed model implemented in SAIGE [44]. We will include age, sex, and genetic ancestry covariates estimated with principal components analysis (PCA). All analyses will be performed using Hail [43], PLINK [45], python, and R. To assess significance thresholds and correct for multiple comparisons, we will apply the conventional genome-wide significance threshold of \( p < 5 \times 10^{-8} \).

Following our GWAS, we will combine our summary statistics with that of the Psychiatric Genetics Consortium SCZ and BD working groups using inverse-variance weighted meta-analysis to increase our power to discover variants shared across populations. Last, we will fine-map associations that influence risk. Multi-ancestry methods for fine-mapping will help resolve our association signals to pinpoint putative variants or smaller regions affecting an individuals’ risk of psychosis.

**Estimation of Heritability**

We will estimate the fraction of disease risk attributable to inherited genetic differences via SNP-based heritability estimates. These estimates will inform the power of the GWAS. We will estimate heritability using genome-wide complex trait analysis [46] and an extension of LD score regression (cov-LDSC) designed for admixed populations [47] to estimate SNP heritability within Mexico. We will assess genetic correlation with existing GWAS in other globally diverse populations using POPCORN [48], which will help inform both the genetic correlations as well as the phenotypic heterogeneity across populations.

**Polygenic Risk Scoring**

Given that polygenic risk scores (PRSs) do not transfer well across ancestries [49], we will assess the predictive accuracy of PRS built from the largest GWAS of psychosis – consisting of primarily European individuals – on our cohort. We will additionally train and test a model using our own cohort data to compare predictive performance on a much smaller but better matched sample. For this, we will create a hold-out testing cohort comprising 10% of our sample. We will use the remaining 90% of our sample in the generation of summary statistics on which we will build a PRS model in PLINK. We will then assess prediction accuracy in our testing cohort as compared to prediction accuracy using traditional PRSs built off of European summary statistics. Additionally, we may assess the predictive accuracy of a novel method designed for calibrating European-derived summary statistics for use in admixed cohorts [50]. This method scales prediction based on the local ancestry composition of individuals in the cohort and therefore makes scores transfer more appropriately across ancestry groups.

**Population Structure and Admixture**

We will examine population composition in the NeuroMex samples using allele frequency-based approaches, including ADMIXTURE and PCA [51, 52]. We will assess the best fit number of ancestry clusters in our cohort with ADMIXTURE using 5-fold cross-validation. For PCA analyses, we will project samples onto PC space as defined by our 1,000 Genomes and HGDP reference panel data to capture global diversity. We will also investigate subcontinental divergence by comparing genetic diversity with relevant reference populations from the Americas and ancestral origins. To measure ancestry-specific subcontinental diversity, we will run ancestry-specific PCA, for example, on Native American, European, and African haplotypes [53]. We also plan to investigate the local ancestry composition of individuals across Mexico using RFmix [43]. This will shed light on the population history of these groups and inform the appropriate parameters to use in the ultimate association analysis.

**Discussion**

The primary aim of the study was to contribute to the identification of genetic variants associated with psychosis in the Mexican population through large-scale sample
collection and analysis. GWASs have reported primarily on European ancestry populations; therefore, patients of non-European ancestry are under-represented in the findings regarding the genetic architecture of psychotic disorders. Via the inclusion of diverse ancestry participants, with the purpose to identify shared and novel variants affecting psychosis, this study will begin to fill in the missing heritability that may be explained by under-representation of non-European populations within GWAS cohorts [22, 54]. The exclusion of non-European populations limits the extensibility of GWAS findings and underestimates the genetic burden carried by individuals in diverse populations [55]. Other groups also have unique genetic variation that can better inform the genetic basis of psychosis and aid in fine-mapping association signal. For example, a GWAS identified specific population risk variants associated with SCZ in a Chinese population as well as loci previously found in GWAS including only individuals of European ancestry [56].

There is a significant genetic variation worldwide; therefore, findings cannot be extrapolated a priori across populations. For example, there are differences in the allele distributions of triallelic 5-HTTLPR/rs25531 variants across continental groups. Murphy et al. [57] showed the frequency of low-activity alleles (S/LG) in Europeans is 22%, in American-Indians 43%, and in Asians 60%. It was showed that Mexican Mestizos have a frequency of 57% [58]. Therefore, the inclusion of several ancestries can identify variants that would not have been detected in studies composed solely of samples from a population of European ancestry [59, 60]. As such, this study could help identify new loci associated with psychosis in an under-represented population which will improve the understanding of this disease in Mexican populations and expand the knowledge regarding the genetics of psychosis for all ancestry groups.

It is unknown if Latino American psychotic patients share the same identified genetic risk factors in European population. Additionally, although the impact of an adverse environment in the development of the psychiatric disorders is unclear, it could influence differences between Latino American and Latin American psychotic patients. Latin Americans report the highest overall rates of trauma exposure, poverty, and limited social and health-care assistance [61]. The NeuroMex study will include the LEC-5 scale to screen for potentially traumatic events with the intent to analyze the impact of environmental risk factors on the psychotic disorders. The present study could help understand the differences and similarities between Latino Americans and European populations and increase the ethnic diversity of samples used when studying the genetics of psychotic disorders.

The NeuroMex study will be the first large-scale GWAS to address the genetic architecture of SCZ and BD ("psychotic disorders") in the Mexican population. Furthermore, it will be the first psychiatric genetics study that incorporates collaboration with psychiatric hospitals of the Mexican Republic with the purpose of forming a national research consortium. Finally, it will train researchers locally who will conduct their own research in the future.

The study has many strengths, including that the clinical staff are psychiatrists with expertise in SCZ and BD. Additionally, the clinical staff will be trained to ensure an adequate and unified diagnosis among all sites. However, there are also several limitations that need to be considered. First, the small sample size will result in limited statistical power; and second, samples are not comprehensively representative of the Mexican population. The sampling of participants from additional regions of Mexico would represent a relevant research study that would ensure that findings contribute to the characterization of the genetic factors underlying the psychotic disorders in the Mexican population.

Recently, it was observed that Mexican Mestizos is a heterogeneous group composed of 7 admixture groups distributed in 5 geographical regions of Mexico [27]. Our sample will be represented for 3 regions, in the central west with Jalisco; central east with Mexico City and Querétaro; and southeast with Campeche, each 1 covering different admixture patterns. However, in the north and northwest, 2 admixture groups were identified as most closely related to the Native American ancestry [27, 62]; regions that are not currently included in the NeuroMex study.

A second potential limitation is the clinical heterogeneity of SCZ and BD. It has been suggested that the definition of particular endophenotypes that cut across psychiatric disorders’ diagnoses can help create clinically meaningful phenotypes that have the potential to identify genetic discovery.

This study will provide valuable information regarding the genetic architecture of SCZ and BD in the Mexican population. The findings have the potential to provide evidence of genetic markers shared across populations and lead to the identification of loci restricted to Mexican population.
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